Recently, several red-green-blue-white (RGBW) color filter arrays (CFAs), which include highly sensitive W pixels, have been proposed. However, RGBW CFA patterns suffer from spatial resolution degradation owing to the sensor composition having more color components than the Bayer CFA pattern. RGBW CFA demosaicing methods reconstruct resolution using the correlation between white (W) pixels and pixels of other colors, which does not improve the red-green-blue (RGB) channel sensitivity to the W channel level. In this paper, we thus propose a demosaiced image post-processing method to improve the RGBW CFA sensitivity and resolution. The proposed method decomposes texture components containing image noise and resolution information. The RGB channel sensitivity and resolution are improved through updating the W channel texture component with those of RGB channels. For this process, a cross multilateral filter (CMF) is proposed. It decomposes the smoothness component from the texture component using color difference information and distinguishes color components through that information. Moreover, it decomposes texture components, luminance noise, color noise, and color aliasing artifacts from the demosaiced images. Finally, by updating the texture of the RGB channels with the W channel texture components, the proposed algorithm improves the sensitivity and resolution. Results show that the proposed method is effective, while maintaining W pixel resolution characteristics and improving sensitivity from the signal-to-noise ratio value by approximately 4.5 dB.
Introduction
Most digital imaging devices use a color filter array (CFA) to reduce the equipment cost and size instead of using three sensors and optical beam splitters. The Bayer CFA, which consists of the primary colors red, green, and blue (R, G, and B), is a widely used CFA pattern [1] and is shown in Figure 1a . Recently, methods using a new CFA have been studied to overcome the limited sensitivity of the Bayer CFA under low-light conditions. This is because the amount of absorbed light decreases on account of the RGB color filters. Hence, new CFA patterns [2] [3] [4] [5] and demosaicing methods [6] [7] [8] [9] have been proposed that contain panchromatic white (W) pixels in the pattern. Figure 1b depicts an example of a red-green-blue-white (RGBW) CFA named the Sony RGBW [2] . In this example, the W pixel has a much wider spectral band than the R, G, and B pixels; therefore, the W pixel can absorb more photons than other color pixels. For this reason, the W pixels are more robust to image noise.
Despite their improved sensitivity, various RGBW CFA patterns suffer from spatial resolution degradation. This is because the sensor is composed of more color components than the Bayer CFA pattern. Figure 1 shows the Bayer CFA and Sony RGBW CFA. In Figure 1b , 50% of the total area is occupied by the W channel, 25% by the G channel, and 12.5% by the R and B channels, respectively.
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Figure 1.
Color filter array (CFA) patterns: (a) Bayer [1] ; (b) Sony red-green-blue-white (RGBW) [2] .
In conventional methods, the conversion from the acquired RGBW pattern to the color image is usually performed in two steps. First, the RGBW pattern is converted into the widely used Bayer CFA pattern. Second, the Bayer CFA pattern is converted into the color image. The RGBW pattern is first converted into the Bayer CFA pattern because the conversion is relatively easy and numerous demosaicing and denoising algorithms [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] exist for the Bayer CFA pattern. However, the reconstructed color image is degraded by this two-step conversion, since both steps introduce aliasing artifacts and color distortions, which aggravate the image when combined.
Another method is to modify the multiscale-gradient (MSG)-based demosaicing algorithm, which is commonly used in the Bayer CFA, into the Sony RGBW CFA [24] . The main assumption for MSG-based methods is that all color bands have spectral correlations and similar image structures, such as high-frequency components. This method is more effective with respect to the resolution than the two-step method because it performs demosaicing only once. In addition, since the high-frequency component of the W channel is shared with the R, G, and B channels, the resolution of the demosaiced image is improved compared with the conventional method. In addition, a demosaicing algorithm based on analysis of the frequency characteristics of various RGBW patterns was presented [25] . This method applies the demosaicing algorithm based on analysis of the frequency characteristics of the conventional RGB pattern [18] . Additionally, a pan-sharpening-based demosaicing method exists [26] that utilizes the resolution characteristics of W from a high density of W pixels. These demosaicing methods have been applied to various patterns in the existing Bayer CFA pattern and are one-step methods. Therefore, they show fewer aliasing artifacts than the two-step methods. However, because demosaicing algorithms are primarily intended to solve resolution and color-aliasing problems, the W high sensitivity (brightness and noise) characteristics are not reflected. Although demosaicing algorithms improve the sensitivity of the output image, on account of the influence of low noise in the process of estimating the W channel correlations in the resolution, they do not fully reflect the sensitivity of W channel.
In this paper, we therefore propose a post-processing method that can enhance the spatial resolution while improving the brightness and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the RGB channels by reflecting the W channel sensitivity. Since many RGBW CFAs have a high density of W channels [2, 3, 5] , demosaicing algorithms can reconstruct the W channel for high sensitivity and high resolution. On the other hand, the R, G, and B channels have a lower resolution due to their having a lower density than the Bayer CFA, which causes more intense color aliasing. For this reason, we [1] ; (b) Sony red-green-blue-white (RGBW) [2] .
In this paper, we therefore propose a post-processing method that can enhance the spatial resolution while improving the brightness and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the RGB channels by reflecting the W channel sensitivity. Since many RGBW CFAs have a high density of W channels [2, 3, 5] , demosaicing algorithms can reconstruct the W channel for high sensitivity and high resolution. On the other hand, the R, G, and B channels have a lower resolution due to their having a lower density than the Bayer CFA, which causes more intense color aliasing. For this reason, we propose a method to improve the resolution and SNR of R, G and B channels by updating the W channel texture component with consideration of the similarity of the texture components between channels.
The texture component is a kind of high-frequency component, except for the structural part, such as strong edges at object boundaries. The texture component includes noise and color aliasing artifacts, as well as image resolution. Since the proposed post-processing method is based on a texture decomposition technique, we propose a new texture separator. For the texture decomposer, we propose a cross multilateral filter (CMF), which is a kind of edge-preserving image-smoothing filter that is robust to color component edges for texture component separation. The proposed CMF extends the existing cross bilateral filter (CBF), which is a smoothing filter applied to the target image by estimating the filter kernel with a single guide image. The proposed CMF is robust to color component edges and effectively uses color channels, as well as W channels, as guide images to effectively suppress color aliasing and color noise.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the research problem is detailed. In Section 3, the proposed demosaiced image post-processing method for RGBW CFA is described. In Section 4, we present the results of conducted experiments, and we compare the results of the proposed method with those of Bayer CFA demosaicing and RGBW CFA demosaicing. Our conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Problem Statement
For Sony RGBW, the ratio of RGB is 50% of Bayer's RGB area, as shown in Figure 1b . Since the W band includes information of each band of RGB, the correlation between the RGB channels of the W channel is high. Moreover, the W channel has a high ratio of the RGBW CFA. Owing to the high ratio of W, we can obtain high sensitivity and high-resolution images. That is, the W ratio, high sensitivity, and high resolution images can be obtained from the RGBW CFA. However, on account of the high W channel ratio, RGBW CFA demosaicing results in a degraded color resolution. In Figure 2 , the image brightness differences of R, G, B, and W channels are compared with the RGBW CFA demosaicing result. The R, G, and B channels are approximately 2.4 times darker than the W channel. propose a method to improve the resolution and SNR of R, G and B channels by updating the W channel texture component with consideration of the similarity of the texture components between channels.
For Sony RGBW, the ratio of RGB is 50% of Bayer's RGB area, as shown in Figure 1b . Since the W band includes information of each band of RGB, the correlation between the RGB channels of the W channel is high. Moreover, the W channel has a high ratio of the RGBW CFA. Owing to the high ratio of W, we can obtain high sensitivity and high-resolution images. That is, the W ratio, high sensitivity, and high resolution images can be obtained from the RGBW CFA. However, on account of the high W channel ratio, RGBW CFA demosaicing results in a degraded color resolution. In Figure 2 , the image brightness differences of R, G, B, and W channels are compared with the RGBW CFA demosaicing result. The R, G, and B channels are approximately 2.4 times darker than the W channel. [24] results. In Figure 3a , the red-blue color aliasing artifact occurs in the resolution chart because the ratio of R and B channels is smaller than that of the G channel. In Figure 3b , the RGBW CFA result has more color [24] results. In Figure 3a , the red-blue color aliasing artifact occurs in the resolution chart because the ratio of R and B channels is smaller than that of the G channel. In Figure 3b , the RGBW CFA result has Sensors 2018, 18, 1647 4 of 18 more color aliasing than the Bayer CFA result, such as the respective red-blue and green-magenta color aliasing artifacts. Furthermore, each artifact occurs in different directions. Unlike the Bayer CFA, the green-magenta color aliasing artifact occurs in the demosaicing result of the RGBW CFA because the G channel ratio in the RGBW CFA is smaller than in the Bayer CFA. The green-magenta color aliasing artifact of the RGBW CFA occurs in the same direction as the red-blue color aliasing artifact in the Bayer CFA. The green-magenta color aliasing artifact of the RGBW CFA occurs in the same direction as the red-blue color aliasing artifact in the Bayer CFA. In addition, a wider area of red-blue color aliasing artifact occurs. In comparing Figure 3a ,c, the spatial resolution of the W channel is similar to the Bayer CFA spatial resolution, which means that the W spatial resolution is not fully reflected in the RGBW demosaicing process. aliasing than the Bayer CFA result, such as the respective red-blue and green-magenta color aliasing artifacts. Furthermore, each artifact occurs in different directions. Unlike the Bayer CFA, the green-magenta color aliasing artifact occurs in the demosaicing result of the RGBW CFA because the G channel ratio in the RGBW CFA is smaller than in the Bayer CFA. The green-magenta color aliasing artifact of the RGBW CFA occurs in the same direction as the red-blue color aliasing artifact in the Bayer CFA. The green-magenta color aliasing artifact of the RGBW CFA occurs in the same direction as the red-blue color aliasing artifact in the Bayer CFA. In addition, a wider area of red-blue color aliasing artifact occurs. In comparing Figure 3a ,c, the spatial resolution of the W channel is similar to the Bayer CFA spatial resolution, which means that the W spatial resolution is not fully reflected in the RGBW demosaicing process. [19] ; (b) red-green-blue (RGB) channels of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing result [24] ; (c) W channel of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing result [24] . Figure 4 shows the results of Bayer CFA and RGBW CFA demosaicing in low light conditions for a sensitivity comparison. To compare the sensitivities of W and RGB at the same brightness, a digital gain of 2.4 times (approximately 7.8 dB) is conferred to the RGB channel, except the W channel. In Figure 4a , the separation of the vertical lines due to the noise is inaccurate, and the color of the resolution chart is distorted because of the color noise.
In Figure 4e , the vertical lines of the RGBW CFA demosaicing results are better decomposed than the Bayer CFA demosaicing results, owing to the W channel high sensitivity. However, the color noise energy is still high. Similarly, the effect of the W channel in the color patch slightly reduces the luminance noise energy; however, the color noise energy is similar to the Bayer CFA result. Figure 4c ,d,g,h show the U and V channels. The U and V channels are color components of the image in the YUV domain, which are obtained by conversion from the RGB domain. The Bayer CFA and RGBW CFA have similar noise energies. The RGBW color follows that of Bayer, and W improves the resolution restoration ability in the demosaicing process. Nonetheless, the color noise is similar to that of Bayer.
In short, the rationale of the proposed post-processing method is that the reconstructed image has W level brightness and sensitivity. Moreover, the color has a W channel level SNR and color reproduction at the Bayer CFA demosaicing result level. The objective of the proposed algorithm is to address the resolution problem and color aliasing artifacts occurring in the R, G, and B channels by bringing them to the Bayer level using the W channel resolution characteristics. Table 1 shows the characteristics obtained by the proposed post-processing algorithm in the RGBW demosaicing result image. The brightness, sensitivity, and noise characteristics of the image should follow W, and the [19] ; (b) red-green-blue (RGB) channels of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing result [24] ; (c) W channel of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing result [24] . Figure 4 shows the results of Bayer CFA and RGBW CFA demosaicing in low light conditions for a sensitivity comparison. To compare the sensitivities of W and RGB at the same brightness, a digital gain of 2.4 times (approximately 7.8 dB) is conferred to the RGB channel, except the W channel. In Figure 4a , the separation of the vertical lines due to the noise is inaccurate, and the color of the resolution chart is distorted because of the color noise.
In short, the rationale of the proposed post-processing method is that the reconstructed image has W level brightness and sensitivity. Moreover, the color has a W channel level SNR and color reproduction at the Bayer CFA demosaicing result level. The objective of the proposed algorithm is to address the resolution problem and color aliasing artifacts occurring in the R, G, and B channels by bringing them to the Bayer level using the W channel resolution characteristics. Table 1 shows the characteristics obtained by the proposed post-processing algorithm in the RGBW demosaicing result image. The brightness, sensitivity, and noise characteristics of the image should follow W, and the resolution of W must be followed for the Bayer-level spatial resolution. On the other hand, the hue, saturation, and local contrast must follow the Bayer CFA demosaicing result to maintain color reproduction. resolution of W must be followed for the Bayer-level spatial resolution. On the other hand, the hue, saturation, and local contrast must follow the Bayer CFA demosaicing result to maintain color reproduction. [19] ; (e-h) RGB channels of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing results [24] ; (i,j) W channel of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing results [24] . 
Proposed Post-Processing Method Based on Texture Decomposition

Post-Processing Framework
To solve the above-described resolution, sensitivity, and color problems in the RGBW CFA demosaicing results, we propose a post-processing method based on texture decomposition. The post-processing approach decomposes the texture components containing noise and resolution information from the image. The sensitivity and resolution of the RGB channels are improved by replacing the W channel texture component with the RGB channel texture. Through the texture decomposer, the image is decomposed into a texture component and a smoothness component. For luminance of image I, the texture and smoothness components are expressed as: [19] ; (e-h) RGB channels of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing results [24] ; (i,j) W channel of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing results [24] . 
Proposed Post-Processing Method Based on Texture Decomposition
Post-Processing Framework
To solve the above-described resolution, sensitivity, and color problems in the RGBW CFA demosaicing results, we propose a post-processing method based on texture decomposition. The post-processing approach decomposes the texture components containing noise and resolution information from the image. The sensitivity and resolution of the RGB channels are improved by replacing the W channel texture component with the RGB channel texture. Through the texture decomposer, the image is decomposed into a texture component and a smoothness component. For luminance of image I, the texture and smoothness components are expressed as:
where I smooth is the smoothness component of I, and I texture is the texture component of I. In this paper, we define the texture component as a textural component containing fine-scale details, usually with some periodicity and an oscillatory nature. Accordingly, the texture component is the high-frequency-oriented information; it has the resolution information of the image and the random noise signal. In addition, the texture component contains aliasing artifacts from sampling. The definition of the smoothness component is a component corresponding to the main large object in the image. Therefore, the smoothness component represents the local contrast for color and it has the overall brightness information of the object.
As shown in Table 1 , to utilize the W resolution and noise characteristics, a texture component must be decomposed, and a smoothness component must be decomposed to reproduce the RGB color. Figure 5 shows examples of texture and smoothness decomposition of an image. In Figure 5b , the texture decomposer removes only the texture while retaining the edge at the boundary of the polka-dot pattern or white flat region. We hence propose a texture separation method using a smoothing filter. The method of separating texture components through filtering is expressed as:
where I f iltered is the smoothing filtered result. The proposed filter extracts the smoothness component of the image, as shown in Equation (2), and the filter basically uses a low-pass filter. For the texture components, Equation (3) is derived using Equations (1) and (2) . As a result, the texture component is obtained from the difference from the input image as a result of passing the smoothing filter. However, when using a low-pass filter, the smoothness component will lose the strong edges of large objects.
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The framework of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 6 . The proposed post-processing method converts the RGB domain into the brightness and color components of the image so that the RGB color is not changed. The luminance (Y) channel represents the spatial resolution, brightness, and contrast of the image. The U and V channels represent the saturation of the vector with two elements, as well as the hue at the angle. The Y channel extracts the smoothness component through the filter kernel estimated from the W and RGB channels. The smoothness component of the Y channel can retain the color brightness by maintaining the local contrast. It decomposes the texture components of W with the same kernel, which contains the resolution and noise characteristics of the W channel. guide image. The CMF is robust to color component edges and it effectively uses color channels, as well as W channels, as guide images to effectively suppress color aliasing and color noise. The framework of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 6 . The proposed post-processing method converts the RGB domain into the brightness and color components of the image so that the RGB color is not changed. The luminance (Y) channel represents the spatial resolution, brightness, and contrast of the image. The U and V channels represent the saturation of the vector with two elements, as well as the hue at the angle. The Y channel extracts the smoothness component through the filter kernel estimated from the W and RGB channels. The smoothness component of the Y channel can retain the color brightness by maintaining the local contrast. It decomposes the texture components of W with the same kernel, which contains the resolution and noise characteristics of the W channel. Similarly, filtering is performed using the CMF kernel to remove the color aliasing and color noise that are present in the U and V channels. Especially, color aliasing occurs in many texture areas. Therefore, the filtering of the U and V channels can remove the color aliasing of the smoothness component. In addition, CMF using color difference information suppresses the blur occurrence in the object occlusion region of the U and V channels. Finally, the brightness channel of the output image is reconstructed through W texture and Y smoothness.
Texture Component Decomposition with a Cross-Multilateral Filter
A bilateral filter (BF) has two kernels: A range kernel and a spatial kernel. The range kernel represents the distance to pixels in the window for filtering. The spatial kernel represents the difference between the intensity of the pixels in the window. The BF can be expressed as:
where ( ) is the pixel intensity at the position, and are the Gaussian functions for the spatial and range kernels, respectively, and and are the smoothing parameters. In addition, is the current pixel position, is the window centered in for the kernel, and is the pixel position in the region. Equation (4) Since we must use the same filter kernel for the W channel, as well as the Y, U, and V channels, we use the CBF instead of BF to estimate the kernel on each channel. The CBF can be expressed as: Similarly, filtering is performed using the CMF kernel to remove the color aliasing and color noise that are present in the U and V channels. Especially, color aliasing occurs in many texture areas. Therefore, the filtering of the U and V channels can remove the color aliasing of the smoothness component. In addition, CMF using color difference information suppresses the blur occurrence in the object occlusion region of the U and V channels. Finally, the brightness channel of the output image is reconstructed through W texture and Y smoothness.
where I(p) is the pixel intensity at the p position, G σ s and G σ r are the Gaussian functions for the spatial and range kernels, respectively, and σ s and σ r are the smoothing parameters. In addition, p is the current pixel position, S is the window centered in q for the kernel, and q is the pixel position in the Since we must use the same filter kernel for the W channel, as well as the Y, U, and V channels, we use the CBF instead of BF to estimate the kernel on each channel. The CBF can be expressed as:
where I W and I W represent the W and Y channel images, respectively, and I CBF Y|W (·) is the cross bilateral filtered image of the Y channel input by estimating the range kernel from W. W CBF W (·) denotes the normalization term of the CBF estimating the range kernel from W. Since the W channel has less noise than the Y channel, the range kernel is more accurately estimated. However, an error may occur when estimating the range kernel from the W channel.
Examples of the kernel estimation error are shown in Figure 7 . Figure 7g shows a blur in the red circle and gray background. For an exact comparison, Figure 7h ,i shows that the circle is blurred, unlike in Figure 7b ,c. Furthermore, Figure 7m shows that the intensity difference between the circle and back ground is not considerable. Therefore, in the red circle area, the error of range kernel estimation occurs and the circle is blurred. In the right of Figure 7n , the textures appear to have a minimal difference in brightness. This causes a blur phenomenon, as shown in Figure 7j -l.
In this paper, we therefore propose a CMF that reflects the color difference information in the CBF to solve the above problem. The color difference makes it possible to distinguish different colors for compensating for detection errors in different areas of the color, although the difference in the values is small in the W channel. The expression of CMF is as follows:
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In Equation (8) , the CMF has been extended from the two CBF kernels to five kernels. Three new kernels in the CMF are extended to distinguish areas not distinguishable on the W channel, through color difference channels by color information. Equations (10)-(12) represent the color difference channels.
The differences among the R, G, and B channels are the color characteristics represented by each band. Owing to the color difference channels, the CMF not only distinguishes the difference in color brightness, but it also distinguishes the areas of local hue and saturation. Figure 8 shows the difference in the color separation channel between W and the discrimination ability. In Figure 8a , there is a circle patch of cyan, yellow, and magenta colors. Figure 8b shows how the W channel represents each circle patch. On a gray background, the "M" circle does not show a large difference in brightness from the background. If the kernel estimate is through CBF, then the range kernel of W will blur the edges of the circle. Figure 8c -e shows the circle patch in the color difference channel. First, the background of the gray color, the letters "C", "M", and "Y", as well as the bottom line, are Sensors 2018, 18, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 17
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The differences among the R, G, and B channels are the color characteristics represented by each band. Owing to the color difference channels, the CMF not only distinguishes the difference in color brightness, but it also distinguishes the areas of local hue and saturation. Figure 8 shows the Sensors 2018, 18, 1647 9 of 18 difference in the color separation channel between W and the discrimination ability. In Figure 8a , there is a circle patch of cyan, yellow, and magenta colors. Figure 8b shows how the W channel represents each circle patch. On a gray background, the "M" circle does not show a large difference in brightness from the background. If the kernel estimate is through CBF, then the range kernel of W will blur the edges of the circle. Figure 8c -e shows the circle patch in the color difference channel. First, the background of the gray color, the letters "C", "M", and "Y", as well as the bottom line, are all black. The color difference channels show that CMF can distinguish between chromatic and achromatic areas. Figure 8c shows that the "M" circle and the "C" circle are well decomposed from the background; however, the "Y" circle shows that the background and letter are not very well decomposed. Similarly, in Figure 8d , the "Y" circle is well decomposed from the background; however, the "M" circle is not well decomposed from the background. In Figure 8e , all circles are well decomposed; however, if they are all in contact, it will be difficult to distinguish between the circle patches with similar degrees of brightness. In Figure 8 , to synthesize the color difference channels and the local distinction of the W channels, the AND operation is required for the characteristics detected by the kernel. The color discrimination capabilities of each color difference channel are denoted by the inter-kernel multiplication in (8) for the AND operation. all black. The color difference channels show that CMF can distinguish between chromatic and achromatic areas. Figure 8c shows that the "M" circle and the "C" circle are well decomposed from the background; however, the "Y" circle shows that the background and letter are not very well decomposed. Similarly, in Figure 8d , the "Y" circle is well decomposed from the background; however, the "M" circle is not well decomposed from the background. In Figure 8e , all circles are well decomposed; however, if they are all in contact, it will be difficult to distinguish between the circle patches with similar degrees of brightness. In Figure 8 , to synthesize the color difference channels and the local distinction of the W channels, the AND operation is required for the characteristics detected by the kernel. The color discrimination capabilities of each color difference channel are denoted by the inter-kernel multiplication in (8) for the AND operation. Figure 9 shows a comparison of texture components decomposed through CBF and CMF. In Figure 9a -d, the text in the R, G, B, and W channels is varied in the background. In Figure 9a , the text is darker than the background; in Figure 9b ,c, it is brighter than the background. Figure 9d shows the text and background brightness similarly. The result of CBF using only the W channel cannot distinguish between the text and background color, so that all brightness components of the text are expressed in the texture component. The fact that the texture contains the brightness of the text means that the brightness of the text has disappeared in the smoothness component during the filtering process. Figure 9i -l show the texture components decomposed by CMF through the color difference channel. Unlike the results of both the CBF, only texture components, regardless of the brightness difference between the text and the background, are successfully decomposed. To Figure 7 . Examples of the kernel estimation error: (a,d) RGB channels of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing result [24] ; (b,e) U channel of (a,d); (c,f) V channel of (a,d); (g,j) RGB channels of post-processing result by CBF; (h,k) U channel of (g,j); (i,l) V channel of (g,j); (m,n) W channel of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing result [24] . all black. The color difference channels show that CMF can distinguish between chromatic and achromatic areas. Figure 8c shows that the "M" circle and the "C" circle are well decomposed from the background; however, the "Y" circle shows that the background and letter are not very well decomposed. Similarly, in Figure 8d , the "Y" circle is well decomposed from the background; however, the "M" circle is not well decomposed from the background. In Figure 8e , all circles are well decomposed; however, if they are all in contact, it will be difficult to distinguish between the circle patches with similar degrees of brightness. In Figure 8 , to synthesize the color difference channels and the local distinction of the W channels, the AND operation is required for the characteristics detected by the kernel. The color discrimination capabilities of each color difference channel are denoted by the inter-kernel multiplication in (8) for the AND operation. Figure 7 . Examples of the kernel estimation error: (a,d) RGB channels of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing result [24] ; (b,e) U channel of (a,d); (c,f) V channel of (a,d); (g,j) RGB channels of post-processing result by CBF; (h,k) U channel of (g,j); (i,l) V channel of (g,j); (m,n) W channel of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing result [24] . Figure 9 shows a comparison of texture components decomposed through CBF and CMF. In Figure 9a -d, the text in the R, G, B, and W channels is varied in the background. In Figure 9a , the text is darker than the background; in Figure 9b ,c, it is brighter than the background. Figure 9d shows the text and background brightness similarly. The result of CBF using only the W channel cannot distinguish between the text and background color, so that all brightness components of the text are expressed in the texture component. The fact that the texture contains the brightness of the text means that the brightness of the text has disappeared in the smoothness component during the filtering process. Figure 9i -l show the texture components decomposed by CMF through the color difference channel. Unlike the results of both the CBF, only texture components, regardless of the Figure 9 shows a comparison of texture components decomposed through CBF and CMF. In Figure 9a -d, the text in the R, G, B, and W channels is varied in the background. In Figure 9a , the text is darker than the background; in Figure 9b ,c, it is brighter than the background. shows the text and background brightness similarly. The result of CBF using only the W channel cannot distinguish between the text and background color, so that all brightness components of the text are expressed in the texture component. The fact that the texture contains the brightness of the text means that the brightness of the text has disappeared in the smoothness component during the filtering process. Figure 9i -l show the texture components decomposed by CMF through the color difference channel. Unlike the results of both the CBF, only texture components, regardless of the brightness difference between the text and the background, are successfully decomposed. To remove the color noise and color aliasing, as well as Y and W channels, the smoothness component of the U and V channels must also be decomposed. The filtering process for the smoothness components of U and V channels can be expressed as follows:
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Finally, the results of post-processing using CBF and CMF are shown in Figure 10 . Figure 10a,d show the demosaicing results of the input RGBW CFA image. Figure 10b ,e show the result of post-processing using CBF with a red circle and blurring of the word "Wish". Figure 10c ,f shows the post-processing results using the proposed CMF. The result of the post-processing method using the proposed CMF shows color reproduction that is similar to those in the RGBW CFA demosaicing results. 
Experimental Results
To verify the proposed algorithm, Bayer CFA demosaicing, Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing, and the proposed method post-processing results were compared. We conducted a total of four experiments to assess (1) color aliasing artifacts and spatial resolution; (2) color reproduction; (3) sensitivity and noise in a low light condition; and (4) the SNR and brightness for quantitative comparison. It was shown that the proposed method produced results of good quality in sufficient light conditions. To obtain the original full-resolution R, G, B and W channel images, we used a filter-wheel-installed camera. The wheel contained four different optical filters and was driven by a stepping motor. The four optical filters selectively filtered the R, G, B, and W bands. We captured four photographs of the same scene with the four different filters to obtain the R, G, B, and W channels. Using the four full-resolution channel images, we sampled the R, G, B, and W pixels corresponding to the different patterns, i.e., the Bayer CFA pattern and the Sony RGBW CFA pattern. The photography for the experiment was performed in two light conditions: Normal illumination (1000 lx) and low illumination (1 lx). The normal light condition was used to compare the color aliasing artifacts with spatial resolution and color reproduction. The low light condition was employed to compare the sensitivity, noise, and SNR. To reconstruct the full-color images, demosaicing algorithms suitable for each CFA pattern were applied. In our experiments, the MSG-based demosaicing algorithm from [19] was used for the Bayer pattern. For the Sony RGBW pattern, the MSG-based demosaicing algorithm from [24] was used. The MSG-based method requires no threshold since it makes no hard decisions, and it can be extended to other mosaic patterns. Figure 11 depicts comparisons of the color aliasing artifacts and spatial resolutions. Figure 11a shows the Bayer CFA demosaicing result, Figure 11b ,c show the Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing result, and Figure 11d shows the result of the proposed post-processing method by entering the images of Figure 11b ,c. In the Bayer case, red-blue color aliasing artifacts occur, especially in the longitudinal textures. On the other hand, the result of the RGBW CFA demosaiced RGB channel shows wide diagonal red-blue color aliasing artifacts and green-magenta color aliasing artifacts in the vertical direction. The spatial resolution of the W channel is similar to that of Bayer. The result of the proposed algorithm has Bayer-level spatial resolution. In the vertical texture, the color aliasing artifacts shown in Figure 11b are suppressed. Red-blue color aliasing in the diagonal direction has not completely disappeared; nevertheless, it is significantly suppressed, resulting in better post-processing results than the Bayer CFA demosaicing results.
longitudinal textures. On the other hand, the result of the RGBW CFA demosaiced RGB channel shows wide diagonal red-blue color aliasing artifacts and green-magenta color aliasing artifacts in the vertical direction. The spatial resolution of the W channel is similar to that of Bayer. The result of the proposed algorithm has Bayer-level spatial resolution. In the vertical texture, the color aliasing artifacts shown in Figure 11b are suppressed. Red-blue color aliasing in the diagonal direction has not completely disappeared; nevertheless, it is significantly suppressed, resulting in better post-processing results than the Bayer CFA demosaicing results. The experimental results show that the post-processing of the RGBW CFA demosaicing result has a similar spatial resolution and better color aliasing artifact levels compared to the Bayer CFA demosaicing results. Figure 12 shows the color reproduction comparison. Figure 12a shows the Bayer CFA demosaicing results, Figure 12b presents the Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing results, and Figure 12c depicts the proposed post-processing method results. The first row represents the color of the entire image, all of which represent the color of the Bayer level. The second row shows the color patches, all of which represent Bayer-level colors. The third row shows the dolls, and both the text and background represent the Bayer-level colors. As in Figure 10b ,e, Figure 12b shows that the CBF errors are resolved through CMF. The fourth row shows objects with complex and colorful colors, with two results using RGBW CFA (Figure 12b,c) representing the Bayer-level colors. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed post-processing method results show color reproduction at the Bayer CFA demosaicing result level. Figure 13 illustrates the change in sensitivity depending on the process under a low light condition. Figure 13a ,c depict the RGBW CFA demosaicing result, which shows the high sensitivity of the W channel compared to the channel-by-channel sensitivity in Figure 2 . Figure 13d shows the result of the proposed post-processing method. Figure 13b depicts an image with a 7.8 dB digital gain applied to Figure 13a . In comparing Figure 13b ,c, no color shift or washout effect is observed in the color patch. Additionally, by comparing the histograms, it is shown that the post-processing method stably changes the histogram distribution. Through Figure 14 , Bayer CFA demosaicing, RGBW CFA demosaicing, and the proposed post-processing approach are compared. The first column is the Bayer CFA demosaicing result, the second column is the Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing result, the third column is the proposed post-processing method result, and the last column is the demosaiced W channel. In the demosaicing results of Bayer CFA and Sony RGB, CFA, RGB, and W are approximately 2.4 times the brightness difference; thus, a 7.8 dB digital gain is applied to each RGB image. When observing the first row and second row, the Bayer CFA demosaicing result has the highest luminance and color noise. The RGBW CFA demosaicing result is better than the Bayer CFA demosaicing result owing to the W effect; however, the color noise is similar to that of Bayer. column is the demosaiced W channel. In the demosaicing results of Bayer CFA and Sony RGB, CFA, RGB, and W are approximately 2.4 times the brightness difference; thus, a 7.8 dB digital gain is applied to each RGB image. When observing the first row and second row, the Bayer CFA demosaicing result has the highest luminance and color noise. The RGBW CFA demosaicing result is better than the Bayer CFA demosaicing result owing to the W effect; however, the color noise is similar to that of Bayer. . Change in sensitivity depending on the process under a low-light condition: (a) RGB channels of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing results before applying gain [24] ; (b) RGB channels of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing results after applying gain [24] ; (c) W channel of Sony RGBW CFA demosaicing results [24] ; (d) proposed method post-processing results. In observing the proposed post-processing method results, all of the luminance color noise is suppressed and the lines that are not decomposed on account of the noise are well represented. In observing the color chart, the proposed post-processing approach reduces both luminance and color noise and makes the color patches uniform in color. Likewise, the proposed post-processing method reduces the luminance and color noise, and it improves the text resolution. Figure 15 shows a comparison of the sensitivity of the flat regions in low light conditions. The proposed method reduces the luminance and color noise. In the R, G, and B channel comparisons, the proposed method improves the image to the noise level of the W channel for R, G, and B channels. In this paper, a quantitative evaluation was performed for improved sensitivity. The basic measuring unit for identifying the quality of an image is the SNR. It is the physical measure of the sensitivity of an imaging system and is identified by applying the 20 log rule [27] . The SNR can be expressed as: In observing the proposed post-processing method results, all of the luminance color noise is suppressed and the lines that are not decomposed on account of the noise are well represented. In observing the color chart, the proposed post-processing approach reduces both luminance and color noise and makes the color patches uniform in color. Likewise, the proposed post-processing method reduces the luminance and color noise, and it improves the text resolution. Figure 15 shows a comparison of the sensitivity of the flat regions in low light conditions. The proposed method reduces the luminance and color noise. In the R, G, and B channel comparisons, the proposed method improves the image to the noise level of the W channel for R, G, and B channels. In this paper, a quantitative evaluation was performed for improved sensitivity. The basic measuring unit for identifying the quality of an image is the SNR. It is the physical measure of the sensitivity of an imaging system and is identified by applying the 20 log rule [27] . The SNR can be expressed as:
where SNR dB represents the SNR, and the unit is in decibels (dB) in the log scale. In addition, µ I is the average of the measurement region in the image, and σ I denotes the standard deviation of the measurement region in the image. Table 2 compares the SNR in bright and dark regions at 1 lx.
The proposed algorithm has a higher SNR than the Bayer CFA demosaicing results, and it shows an SNR improvement of approximately 8.5 dB in the bright region and 8.5 dB in the dark region. The RGBW demosaicing results also have a higher SNR than Bayer because of W, as well as an average SNR improvement of 4 dB in the bright region and an average SNR improvement of 3.9 dB in the dark region. The RGBW demosaicing result and post-processing method result show an average improvement of 4.3 dB in the bright region and an average improvement of 4.6 dB in the dark region.
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Conclusions
In this paper, the RGBW CFA was used to replace the existing Bayer CFA. Moreover, a limit existed in reflecting the W sensitivity through demosaicing. To solve this problem, a post-processing method was proposed in this paper. The proposed algorithm is constructed by reflecting three characteristics: Removal of color aliases and improvement of resolution, W-level SNR and color noise suppression, and effective color reproduction. The texture decomposition method using the proposed CMF is used to reflect the three characteristics. In evaluations, CMF detected not only the texture components, but also the RGBW degradation components, such as noise and color aliasing on RGB channels. At the same time, the image quality was improved by replacing the missing RGB high-frequency components with the texture components estimated from the CMF of the W channel. The experimental results showed that the proposed post-processing approach improved the resolution and color similarity compared to the demosaicing of the Bayer CFA. In addition, the proposed method improved the sensitivity and increased the SNR value by approximately 4.5 dB, by removing noise in low illumination conditions. Author Contributions: S.J. and K.S.S. designed and performed the experiments, analyzed the data, and wrote the manuscript under the supervision of M.G.K.
